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SaaSHub is announcing the progress of

SaaSHub Submit, a marketing tool

designed to help companies promote

their products across all major software

marketplaces.

SYDNEY, NSW, AUSTRALIA, June 26,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- SaaSHub is

proud to announce the remarkable

success and progress of SaaSHub

Submit, a powerful marketing tool

designed to help software companies

promote their products across all

major software directories and

marketplaces. Since its launch,

SaaSHub Submit has helped many

products gain visibility, offering a

streamlined and efficient approach to

multi-platform promotion.

Streamlining Software Product

Promotion on software directories: SaaSHub Submit is a time-saver for software companies

looking to expand their reach. This tool allows users to submit their products to a

comprehensive list of known software directories and marketplaces, significantly enhancing their

online presence. The process is optimized to save time and effort, ensuring that products are

effectively promoted across multiple platforms with minimal hassle.

Free for Approved Products: One of the standout features of SaaSHub Submit is its cost-

effectiveness. The service is entirely free for products that gain approval on SaaSHub. This

means that software companies can benefit from extensive promotional support without

incurring additional expenses, making it an attractive option for startups and established

businesses alike.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.saashub.com/
https://www.saashub.com/submit
https://www.saashub.com/submit


SaaSHub Submit Index

Efficient Tracking and Optimization:

SaaSHub Submit not only simplifies the

submission process but also helps

companies keep track of their

promotional efforts. The tool provides

a centralized platform for keeping track

of the status and success of

submissions, enabling users to stay

organized and make data-driven

decisions. By keeping track of relevant

and successful directories, SaaSHub

Submit ensures that products are

showcased in the most effective and

impactful venues.

SaaSHub is committed to helping

software companies achieve greater

visibility and success. With a focus on

user-friendly tools, SaaSHub supports the software community in navigating the complexities of

product promotion. SaaSHub Submit is a testament to this commitment, offering a robust

platform that empowers companies to reach their full potential.

98 companies have

promoted their products

through SaaSHub Submit

since its inception about two

months ago.”
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SaaSHub Submit - Hacker News submission
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